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As to academic publishing in Slovenia ….
• In Slovenia, science funding is somewhat strongly linked to certain bibliometrics applied by Slovenian
Research Agency (ARRS) as a combination of its own method, data from Scopus and WoS, as well as data
from the Slovene national library catalogue;
• Almost half of the scientific texts written by Slovene authors are published by foreign journals/publishers,
and, according to ARRS, Slovenia “has, since 2004, been among the top 10 percent of countries with the
most frequently cited publications per million inhabitants, which is above the EU average”;
• For a number of years now, the state has allocated twice as much funding for the purchase of foreign
content as compared to the subsidies granted to Slovene publications;
• Due to the publishing tradition, funding from subsidies and other sources, Slovene publishers of academic
literature do not charge APCs/BPCs;
• In Slovenia, academic publishing is strongly integrated into general trade publishing, to which it is
comparable as regards the number of copies published (rarely exceeding 300) as well as pricing; however,
publishers of academic literature cannot survive merely by selling their publications, as such are sold almost
exclusively within Slovenia;
• Digital content is not a product that can be sold by Slovene general trade publishers, let alone academic
publishers;
• Since at least 2010, Slovene academic publishers have striven to ensure free access to as much of Slovene
content as possible.

Survey respondents
129 completed surveys,
out of 263 questionnaires sent to researchers from ZRC SAZU

1. Academic literature
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the great majority of respondents never pay for
access to a paper;
more than half of the respondents in every age
group frequently use the ZRC SAZU network,
through which they can access the content ZRC
SAZU subscribes to;
slightly more than half of the respondents never
search for academic papers on pirate portals; 50%
of the respondents in the youngest age group, i.e.
“30 and below”, use pirate portals frequently;
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10 The ZRC SAZU network and subscription
package
1
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Unnecessary cost
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Although ZRC SAZU’s subscription packages of ZRC SAZU
represent an important source of academic literature, the
answers to Question 10 reveal that most respondents
possess insufficient knowledge about the existence of such
collections in the ZRC SAZU network. The groups that stand
out in this respect are the two youngest age groups (“30 and
below” with 64.29%, and “31–39 years old” with 51.52%) and
the oldest age group, i.e. “above 60”, with 44.44%.

Downloads from the ZRC SAZU subscription
package (2017)

The most useful subscription packages of ZRC SAZU:
• JSTOR (3,36)
• SpringerLink (3,03; the only package with e-books)
• ScienceDirect (3,02)
• Sage (2,6)
• EbscoHOST (2,18)
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31%

2. Open science
16 What is open science?
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18 What would you permit the publisher of your paper
to do?
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19 Publishing outside Slovenia for APCs/BPCs
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I am against it in principle.

3. Publishing, peer-reviewing, and editing
Respondents are of the opinion that the average length of the reviewing procedure for the publication of an article in a
scientific journal should not exceed 2.6 months (responses ranged from a maximum of 6 months to a minimum of 1
month).
With regard to reviewing monographs, the average length should be 4.36 months (with a maximum of 12 months and a
minimum of 1 month).
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papers published: a total of 1,429, with the average per respondent being 11.08
(the maximum was 70) = an average of 2.2 papers per respondent annually;
respondents in the “40–49” age group published the highest average number of
papers (14.18);
peer-reviews of academic papers published in journals and proceedings: a total
of 1,483, with the average per respondent being 11.5 (the maximum was 150) =
an average of 2.3 papers per respondent annually; respondents in the “40–49”
age group reviewed the highest average number of papers (20.21);
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• monographs published: a total of 195, with the average per respondent being
1.51 (the maximum was 10) = approximately one monograph per respondent
every three years; respondents in the oldest age group, i.e. “above 60”, published
the highest average number of monographs (2.17);
• monograph peer-reviews: a total of 130, with the average per respondent being
1.01 (the maximum was 10) = approximately one per respondent every five
years; respondents in the oldest age group, i.e. “above 60”, reviewed the highest
average number of monographs (1.78);
• editing a journal or monograph: the average per respondent was 3.32 (the
maximum was 30) = approximately 1.1 per respondent every three years;
respondents in the “50–59” age group edited the highest average number of
journals or monographs (5.08).

Conclusion
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